Faculty Book Talk
This Week’s Faculty Rook Talk will
he at 12:30 loniorross hi the College
Union Uniunhuni Room. Dr. Roche of
the New College will review "The
Whole World’s Catalogue" by S.
Brand.
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aspects and ramifications of their rent
strike, me Student Tenants Union announced plans to set Up information
tables today on Seventh Street.
Mike Buck, spokesman for the Tenants Union, stated that information on
housing codes and "information on the
way owners make money" would be
disseminated. Reiterating the tenant
union’s position that this strike is
aimed at "the owner as an institution
rather than as an individual property
holder," Buck asked for unity from
the college community, in combating
the "unjust practices of the owner."
Buck also announced intentions to
create a position of liaison officer to
elicit support from other inter-related
groups such as the Society for Advancement of Management and real
estate fraternities.
Buck revealed thai the March rent
payments submitted by the renters -reevaluated on what the tenants considered "fair rent in light of existing
circumstances"--were returned Saturday without having been opened by the
apartment managers.
"We will now attempt to make the
they
owners make the first move
will receive a statement of our positions today," he asserted.
It is the tenant unions endeavor, said
Buck, to make the apartment owners

take on a unified student -renter community. "If the owners attempt to pick
us off one at a time we will all completely withhold our payments." If we
force them (the owners) to take us
all on it will prove costly to them."
Buck elaborated on his strategy by
citing the fact that owners must post
two different bonds at the Sheriffs
Office to eonsumate such individual
eviction procedures. A $100 bond is required to properly inventory an individual’s property and a subsequent $400
bond is mandatory to insure against
damage to the renter’s possessions.
Buck then emphasized the significant
factor in evicting all striking renters
at once.

Ridder To Keynote
SDX Annual Feast
Today is the last day to purchase
tickets for the Sigma Delta Chi Deadline Dinner, to be held in the Loma
Prieta Room in the College Union,
Thursday.
Featured speaker at the annual event
will be Walter Ridder, Washington Bureau Chief for the Ridder Publications.
Tickets are available in JC 102, $3
for journalism students, $4 for nonjournalism majors.
Sigma Delta Chi is a national journalism fraternity for men and women.

Derly photo by Bruce Rozenhort
CHARLES LLOYD WAILSAt a special concert held Friday in the Men’s
Gym, Lloyd’s jazz quintet performed before a large audience, with his
stylized play on the bass flute and tenor sax bringing forth frequent bursts
of applause. The concert was sponsored by the College Union Program
Board.

Disciplinary Committee Reviews AFT Charges
according to Academic Vice President,
Dr. Rex Burbank.
Dr. David Mage, also charged last
year for strike-connected activities, is
currently awaiting his second appearance before the committee March 16.
The dates for the hearing are "unknown and still in the process," stated

Two SJS Coeds Called to Britain
To Testify at Smuggling Trial
San Jose police, on behalf of Interpol, notified two SJS coeds last week
that plane and hotel arrangements for
a mid-semester trip to London had
been made for them.

staying for the weekend but would
have difficulty getting through British
immigration authorities because of a
policy against admitting Pakistanis for
permanent stays.

Lynne Gates, senior physical education major, and Lynda Ann Huey, physical education graduate student, are
now in London to testify in a case involving transporting illegal aliens into
Great Britain.

The girls consented to tell immigration officials the Pakistanis were longtime friends of theirs.
After Simmons dropped them off in
the London Pakistani area they were
met by police.

According to a local newspaper account, the coeds came close to being
prosecuted in the case by British authorities last summer. They convinced
Scotland Yard detectives then that
they were innocent parties in the incident.

After they were informed they could
go to jail for 2 to 14 years, they decided to tell the truth and admit their
ignorance of the British law on aliens.
Their passports were taken because
Scotland Yard wanted them to stay in
England. They remained there for a
month and the police helped them to
find jobs.

Robert Simmons, a GI the young
women met in Munich, offered them
a ride to London.
He told them a friend from India
would ride with them. However, when
he picked them up two Pakistanis were
also in the car.
According to the account, Simmons
told the coeds his friends would just be

They were allowed to leave on the
condition they would return to testify.
The time to testify came last week
when the U.S. Secret Service, on behalf of Interpol, sent the teletype to
the San Jose Police Department ordering the coeds back.

Dr. Burbank. The length of the hearings will vary (although they are supposed to be completed within 20 days)
due to hearing challenges, time conflicts among panel members, and sickness or vacations. The maximum action
the committee can take is that of a recommendation to Acting President Dr.
Hobert Burns.
At the present time, the cases of
Dr. O’Connor and Spratt have been
through individual committees and are
now awaiting the appointment of a
faculty agent to gather evidence. The
faculty agent is appointed by the academic vice president’s office. Actually,
three faculty agents are appointed, but
only one acts on the given disciplinary
action procedure. The three faculty
agents are the first point in the disciplinary action proeedure, stated Dr.
Burbank.
The faculty agent investigates the
grounds of the charges. Ile initiates
the disciplinary action procedure and

support from all students and the community,"
Another fund raising project sponsored by EOP will be the appearance
of B. B. King, king of the blues, in the
near future.
Money from these events will go into
the EOP fund to help incoming minority students as well as current EOP
students. The EOP is presently without
funds, according to Mel.

tries to settle the problem informally.
If the problem is not solved, the case
appears before an investigating committee to decide if there are sufficient
grounds for the charges and if so;
makes a recommendation that the disciplinary action committee be held.
The results of the investigating committee will be taken to the hearing
committee by a faculty member appointed by the academic vice president’s office.
According to Dr. Raymond Stanley,
chairman of the disciplinary action
panel, members of the committee are
chosen impartially and the principles
involved are allowed to challenge the
members. Either the person charged or
the one making the charges is allowed
to challenge the committee members.
The
hearing

members

of

each

committee

for

Dr. Mage. Spratt and
O’Connor will be different, said Dr.
Stanley.

Ethnic Studies Research Grants
Suffer From Small Allocations
By WWI BROOKS
Special to the Daily
The ethnic studies departments at
SJS are finding it difficult to obtain
research grants. The monies allocated
to research are directed primarily to
professors and their assistants from
the larger departments in the Schools
of Science and Humanities.

Campus EOP To Sponsor ’College Night’
Every Thursday in East Palo Alto Club
The Educational Opportunity Program (LOP
will sponsor "College
Night" on Thursdays at the Checkmate Club, a lounge in East Palo Alto.
The $1.50 tickets pay for beer and
band entertainment. EOP will receive
50 per cent of the profit.
"EOP wants to emphasize this isn’t
just for Black students but for all
college students," stated Rush Inel,
EOP committee member, -%Ve need

By ROBERT CAREMO
Daily Staff Writer
"Our opinion is that Dr. (Eldred’
Rutherford did not file his grievance
within the statutory period and we
therefore did oppose his request for
reinstatement," replied Chancellor
Glenn Dumke yesterday to a telegram
sent to him earlier by Dr. George
the SJS Academic
Muench, chairman
Council.
Academic Council sent the telegram
to Dumke on March 4. The telegram
expressed "disapproval" of Dumke’s
firing of Rutherford. The telegram reaffirmed the Academic Council’s belief
that Dumke’s action wa.s "without any
consideration of careful judgment by
responsible (SJS) faculty members and
administrators."
"The (Academic) Council believes
your action violates accepted standards,
academic due process and is destructive
of educational climate here," the telegram continued. The telegram ended
by asking Dumke the "reasons for this
extraordinary action."
Yesterday noon, members of the
Dean’s Council telegrammed a statement to Chancellor Dumke, The statement read as follows:
"As persons with a special burden of
responsibility in the administrative process, the members of the Council of
Deans of San Jose State College consider the Chancellor’s personnel action
of 27 of February, in arbitrarily overriding. without due cause, the carefully
established, approval, and tested proto be decedures of this campus
structive of effective and responsible
local administration.
"We believe such arbitrary action is
unjustified at any level, including the
Chancellor’s, and strips local responsibility of any significance. This recent
action should be rescinded, and procedures should be developed for legitimate review of local decisions, and preserve local responsibility.
"It is clear that under the conditions
you have created, a quality faculty and
a responsible administration cannot be
attracted and maintained in the state
colleges."
Replying to the telegram from Academic Council, Chancellor Dumke explained, "I have always had what some
might characterize as an old fashioned
idea that the first obligation of a faculty member is to his students . . .
Thus, the repugnance I feel when faculty go on strike is not because it is a
manifestation of union activity, but
because of what the effect is on the
students."
Dumke continued, "I personally have
felt from the very beginning that the
strikes (at San Francisco State College
and SJS) were unwarranted and that
those who participated in them were
behaving in an unprofessional manner."

a

Two Faculty Members in Question
By RENEE BAYER
Daily Political Writer
Dr. James O’Connor and Fred Spratt,
two of the four faculty members who
faced charges for the American Federation of Teachers (AFI’) strike-connected activities a year ago, will appear
before a disciplinary action committee,
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Chancellor Answers
SJS Firing Protest

Information Tables Aid
Student Renters Today
In addition to discussing various legal

There :Ire more’ I h.’ it 200 tiiillion
autos Icii lii.’ 11 rill’s roads. Travelling 1100
u car 1411111MI, as
much osygen as a human does in a
year.
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By STAN SCOVELL
Daily Stuff Writer

Think About It

Only 33 students were accepted for
EOP this semester due to lack of funds.
Inel said that the EOP committee is
open to suggestion for raising money.
In the past. EOP has raised money
mainly by sismsoring dances but now
hopes to raise money through any
means of recreation, stated Inet
Tickets for "College Night" can he
purchased in the EOP office at Ninth
and Site Carlos Streets.

According to Wallace E. Flivit man
Jr.. director of the Center for Research
and Advanced Studies, the most unexpected fund increase went to the
School of Humanities and Arts, where
there has recently been a sharp increase in the number of applicants. as
well as actual proposals funded. The
current 1969 annual report shows that.
for the first time, substantial support
was received in the amount of $234.342,
to the departments of history. philosophy, political science, psychology, and
sociology/anthropology for their active
projects.
Though generally speak in g, the
smaller departments have suffered
most in the allocation of research
funds. This year, financial support for
small research projects is greater than
ever before. Grants supportable out of
National Science Foundation monies
amounted to $13,260, while non -National Science Foil nda lion supportable
projects were funded for $9.337.
Essentially a new field. Mexican American Studies and Black Studies,
are interested in pursuing funds avail-

of Black Studies, when questioned
about the possibility of his department
requesting funds for research, responded, "The use of African materials
in the school ClIrrielliUM is essential.
We hope to jointly sponsor, along with
the San Jose Unified School System,
a program to incorporate just such a
curriculum." Another faculty member
in the department is interested in compiling a hook, provided funds are available through the college.
The story at
Mexican -American
Studies was much the same as at Black
Studies. Individuals in the department
have applied for research grants. but
have been turned down thus far. Professor Randall Jiminer. went so far as
to say, "They don’t mind you on your
own applying for a research grant, but
not the entire department." However,
their graduate department is going to
seek another grant in the spring.
Regardless of the unavailablity of
limits, the ethnic studies departments,
because they are only now being introduced to the American campus and
society, believe they should have as
much rcsearch material at their dis-

able for research. Dr. Leonard Jeffries

posal (Is any either department at SJS.

with their feet barely off the ground,

Dumke’s statement argues "that Dr.
Rutherford did not file his grievance
ithin the statutory period. It is incomprehensible to me as to how the
campus position has been arrived at.
Thus in light of these circumstances,
I wish to have a very detailed explanation of the campus position," Dumke
ended his reply.
Answering Dumke’s telephoned reply, Academic Council yesterday accepted a "Statement on Chancellor
Dumke’s Personal Intervention in the
Rutherford case." The council’s answer
expressed concern over "the Chancellor’s sudden and apparently arbitrary
intervention" as being "contrary to
principles of sound administration."
"The
argues,
Academic Council
Chancellor and his staff in Los Angeles
can have little first-hand knowledge of
the actual situation and circumstances
on the SJS campus which led to the
decision by local authorities to retain
Dr. Rutherford, and they seem to have
made no effort in this case to consult
or inquire locally."
At an A.S. sponsored meeting last
night of student organization leaders,
students adopted a petition to be circulated in support of Dr. Rutherford.
"We fully reaffirm our support for
the retention of Dr. Eldred Rutherford.
We support President Hobert Burns
and the principle of local campus responsibility," the petition begins.
Regarding Dumke’s action the petition argued, "But more important, not
only was academic due process flagrantly violated, but the reasons were
totally unrelated to the issue of Dr.
Rutherford’s academic competance."
The petition demanded "the integrity
of our campus be recognized, respected
and reinstated; that Dr. Rutherford be
retained; and that such intervention
does not occur again."
*

*

*

Booth Has
Rutherford
Information
Information on the Dr. Eldred E.
Rutherford controversy is available at
a Campus Mobile Information (CMI)
booth on Seventh St.
The booth will remain open from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. daily until the Dr.
Rutherford question is settled.
The CMI was organized last week
and is aiding in the attempt to have
Dr. Rutherford rehired for next year.
State College Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke has informed Dr. Rutherford
that he will not be rehired.
Information on the events which led
to Chancellor Dumke’s decision, as well
as the addresses of individual Trustees,
Ex Officio Trustees, and California
State Legislators, is available at the
booth.
There is another inform, .n al booth
a en.
located in the College

ExC Seminar
On Creativity
Fostering creativity in education will
be the topic of today’s Experimental
College seminar at 12 noon in the Umunhum Room of the College Union,
Dr. William R. Coulson, director of
the Center for Studies of the Person
in La Jolla, Calif., will speak on "Education and the Need for Community."
Admission is free.
"The way to foster the kind of open
communication that can lead to creative educational activity Ls to make
occasions for this communication," according to Dr. Coulson. "Give people
the opportunity for it and, reluctantly
at first and then with enthusiasm, they
will do it."
Dr. Coulson is co-editor with Carl
Rogers of "Man and the Science of
Man" and is a consulting editor for the
"Studies of the Person" series.
He is presently completing a critical
analysis of sensitivity training, which is
one of his professional interests.
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Competence?

One year ago. the accreditation quest
cif RI )i’t oiu !hi. campus and others across
aged in the minds of SIMIellie,
the luau’
SOMI hilrd-eore IliSSidellIS at SJS were
41 by regular run-of-the-mill Seventh
j
Streeters. Following much rhetoric, the
college administrati ll entered the scene
and the accredit:0i llll question went to
Council for ills estigation.
he Avail
ttee
Inyestigation was relegated to t
tee, which in turn relegated
after c

’I sill apptiintments to the state college Board of Trustees will be made this
month by Gas. Reagan. The Spartan Daily certainly hopes it won’t be the same
"old" story.

t die country have taken a first step
While progresske institutions throngl
by appiiinting one or more Board
students
si
it
Ii
toward !letter communicatiiin
members who are under 30. Coy. Reagan Trustee appointees continue to leave
quite a bit to be desired. At least 15 years!,
for
The gikernor seems to erroneously belies e that age is a major (f Hail f ica to on
include:
Board
the
to
appointees
fie
His
compettnre.

7/M///a/FA’

Earle NI. Jorgensen. age 72.

the insestigation to eadi cm lllll ittee’s sub(’ol lllll ittee.
nee n11111441 time subject
Each sok

te#

:arl I.. AA cote. age 12.
4). N\ rijoi. age 49.

intensiyely and rtporttd back to committees with recommendati llll s of change.
The lllll mittee as a N 110Ie then studied

E. I Atoll His au-, age 62.
l)tul ht’Sw iii i. age 64.
ciiiiiparisiin. we subinit the ages of those who signed the Declaration of

the nit’nilatimis and voted on them.
subcommittee and
A report of what
its full eoiminmiltee did was then given to

Independence.
It was Si ritten by 33 year old Thomas Jefferson. Of the 56 signers. 41 were
under 30 years of age. Three were in their 20s. Sixteen were in their 30s. And
22 were in their 40s.
\ pparently our forefathers did not share the governor’s prejudice.
A\ e are not proposing that just the reverse become the norm. We do not belice that all appointees to the Board should be "under 30." But we do believe
that appointing one Board member who students can better identify with would
iii, much to ease the distrust and antagonism students feel towards this body.
The Spartan Daily calls on Gov. Reagan to consider appointing a student or an
intik idual "under 30" to the Board of Trustees this month. The end result can
only be rewarding.

Staff Comment

Sports Money Misused?
By EARL REASON
There are a lot of things happening on
reason or anthis campus that. for s
other, are never reported. I ntil a week ago
no one, exempt those involy ed. knew about

kn Under Thirty Choice
The spartan Daily believes Steve lieurance. SJS student and former president
CSC SP k. would be an excellent choice for one of the two Board of Trustee
th by Gov. Reagan.
positions being filled this
Is CSCSI’ \ president. lieurance has demonstrated his ability to work hand
in band si ith trustee members within the confines of the legislative. process.
He has literally been in\ olved in every issue which has come before the trustees
and as both a student, and a representative to the
in the last year and a half
Board, he has gained considerable insight into the problems affecting state college tudents.
speak for themselves. Ile has been a staff officer for
.sI:SPA, for two years. as executive secretary and president. He is the only student to es er become officially involved in the state college budget process. And
through his work on cot lllll ittees. he has helped set the standards on such controit- qualificat:

\ ersial issues as the Title V amendment process. student publications, and qualifications for student body officers. In addition, he is a product of the state
college system. which is not true of any Board member, past or present.

And as if these "education" qualifications, alone, were not enough, Lieuranee
meets the governor’s apparent personal standard
the president
he is
of Ili, oss n corporation, Student Services West.
Seriously. Lieuranee’s knowledge of the state college system is as comprehen-ii or more comprehensive than any individual as yet appointed by Gov. Rea4,1u. In effect. he has been a non -voting member of the Board for the past two

the problems of the basketball players. I
have presented only a small piece of the
hidden section of iceberg known as the
Departuunt.
At
Mans qoe,tion- base been raised because
of ,it discos cry . I low do the other coaches
treat their player,? !loss are they using
Is that we are
our student body f
FORCED to pay in order that the athletes
can have enough money for meals when
they are on the road?

I think the Athletic Department sl Id
t of the distribution of its
give an are
funds. We have a right to know exactly
or misused).
how our money is being
I talked with a member of the football
that they get at
team and Ile
"least S5 a day." The football squad will
travel with no fester than 40 men. while
the basketball team takes only I. From
these facts, several conclusions can be
formulated.
Either availahle funds are inadequate,
g his pockets- with
or someone is "I
student funds.
I am very
h aware that this is a
serious accusation: however. it is equally
serious to tamper is jib n llllll y that does
not belong to you, especialls when a lot

of pettish. and a lot of n
Hie Spartan Daily urges the governor to make it official.

y are inyoly ed.

hat is thi situation like for the men
who run track? IS V% vrything going great
with the loasehall players? W hat about the
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By CRAIG TURNER

II i wheels are being set in motion and
0 -veins "inevitable," to use the words of
our favorite movie semi -star. that tuition
will be instituted at the state colleges
next fall.
agenda for the
Tbe item is on the act’
11.11-ch meeting of the Board of Trustees
aimils scheduled for the middle of spring

,w Athol.
1.1i:ion has been a goal of Gov. Reagan
.itlee he came into office, and only
it,,ks ago he rammed it through
I nisiri-i
of California Regents.
Ii
Fro.oes can now impose a maximumfif tuition, hut it is likely that
will follow the governor’s suggestion
of 75 for the first year. This would take
Its the legislature, but there are
already seseral enabling bills in the draft-

ing stage.
Reagan wants to increase the tuition in
S1511 by fall. 1971. A provision providing
for deferment of fees until after graduation is the governor’s concession to poor
students.
The deferment idea sounds fine, but it
ignores the fact that the increase in cost
will deter many studtnts from es-en trying
In get into the system.

Another minor point is that these deferments will create a bookkeeping catastrophe.

Those who will he hurt most by the
imposition of tuition are the middle in
conic families. Scholarships are most available to low income students. It is the

family in the 88,000410,000 a year bracket,
too well off to receive scholarships which is
strapped to pul three kids through college.
The question of the week is: what is
being done on ciunpus to prevent the
imposition of tuition?
*
*
*
Those who took in the A.S. Council
meeting last VCednesday may have been
astounded by the quiet demeanor of the

meeting.
’A here were the usual antics, absenteeism, and parliamentary tricks? For some
reason council was strangely mature.
Two columns, one by Daily council reRenee Bayer and one by A.S. Public
Relations Director Jim Paxton (an employee of council), ran in the Daily Tuesday. Both roundly condemned council’s recent actions, and supported the accusations
with specific examples.
It could he that council suspected that
someone cares how they act after all.
It could also be that council wants to
shut down the Daily so that no one else
knows about their fun and games in the
College Union.
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football team? 1 losiog their only problem? Perhaps the athletes ueed stone type
of representation?
Why is there a need for a Fideration of
Black Athletes on this campus? Why did
they organize? Are they being triated unfairly ? Many of them claim that they

didn’t reeeive till the m lllll y that tluy
uere promised initially. Dr. Bronzan, what
is going on in y mar department?
I belies.. dial an ins estigati llll should In.
launched to determine the true facts about
the Athletic Department. This probe
should be thorough. I :dike the one last
year. while!’ ohs it uu Is ’a its whitewashed.
It should include list iimioiis from athletes
participating in all sports. Areas of housing, money. unkept promises. treatment of
coaches. every grievance, no matter how
smalh should be looked into.
The college has an obligation to report
all of the finds to the students anti, as
stuiltnts, it is our obligation to make sure
that the college is on the "job."

another committee and sulic lllll mittee for
more research, testitnony and voting on
recommendations.
Confused?
After all this bureaucracy, the full Academic Council received a full report at
the enil of spring semester 1969.
Nothing happened for the entire summer! Since then the council relegated the
ROTC accreditation question to more corn’nees
minces and subt
Somehow 1 cannot help lust wonder
about such buck-passing. The Academic
Council has skirted the question significphi to cool the dissidents.
antly e
This certainly would he commendable
if violence were in the making over the
question. But such has not been the case
at SJS.
Stanford University recently protested
ROTC on that campus peacefully, so it
looks like the dissent is back.
It looks like Academic Council should
get itself in gear, finish study on the
ROTC question and make some final
recommendations to Acting President
Hobert W. Burns for a decision.
Perhaps such swift action could forego
protests on this campus, stop violence before it has a chance to begin and constructively change ROTC to fit the academic needs of SJS.

Thrust and Parry

Mid -East; Minorities; Sports
’Israeli Imperialism’
Editor:
The Arab people’, like many Third World
peoples. are being victimized by the forces

of international imperialism and reaction headed by the United Stales. In addition to direct
economic exploitation of the Arab lands, the
U.S. and other Western countries have joined
hand with the supremacist European Zionists
in their aggressive war of expansion in the
Middle East. Such an attitude on the part of
imperialism is clearly understood in the light
of its economic interests in the area. Imperialism envisages a superior Israel capable of
’Containing’ the Arab aspirations for emancipation and liberation of their lands from North
American and Western exploitation.
As is the case with the white settlers in
Rhodesia. South Africa, and (formerly) Algeria, the European Zionist settlers in Palestine look upon their victims with contempt and
consider them to be inferior to the Jewish
’race.’ And just as the early North American
settlers justified their crimes against the
natives of this land, we find the Zionist propaganda bulging with claims of how they "made
the desert bloom," and how the Arabs are
backward and incompetent.
The prophet of supremacist Israel, Theodore
Herzl, in his ’a Jewish state,’ wrote of Palestine: "We should there form a portion of the
rampart of Europe against Asia, an outpost of
civilization as opposed to barbarism." Driven
by wild dreams of a "state from the Nile to
the Euphrates," the Zionist cultists have
served as pawns for U.S. imperialism and its
neocolonialist designs for the Middle East and

Africa.

Imperialism has sought to reduce the fundamental question of liberation of Palestine

to that of linking peace. which it pretends to
desire, to a "negotiation table" similar to that
demanded from the Vietnamese. The Palestinians are revolting against the most vicious
form of colonialism the modern history of
man has known. Not only is Zionism based on
economic exploitation of its Arab victims, but
it is also directed toward eradicating the culture of a whole people, evicting as many of
them as possible, and replacing them with
aliens from Europe whose only ’right’ to the

land is in being Jews.

Today, the Israeli cultists have surpassed
the Nazis in repression. From bombing civilians to blowing up the homes of compatriots
Dayan’s environmental punishment). they
seek to bring the Arab masses to their knees
by submitting to colonialism and exploitation.
The Palestinian people are conducting a
heroic struggle against Fascist Israel and its
imperialist supporters in the West. They enjoy the support of the masses of the Third
World and all peace loving people.

Mohamed Hassan

’Week’s Free Vacation’
Editor:
Indians, Filipinos, Cubans, Puerto Ricans,

Japanese, Chinese, Mexicans. Blacks, Polish
Germans, Eskimos and Medicine Men.
It is my belief that we should allow these
minorities to educate us in the problems of
racism by alternating week after week by
writing the front page of the Spartan Daily.
It is my firm belief that by allowing these
people to take over the functions of the Spartan staff we can further develop exploitation
and capitalism. For these people will be taking
over the hard and toilsome job of the Spartan
staff. It is only fair that while we are being
educated, the Spartan staff should be allocated money to travel to these various countries for a week’s free vacation so they can be
educated and informed about the racism which
is so prevalent in these particular countries.
Viva Capitalism! Viva Communism! Viva
Socialism! Viva Confucianism! Viva Buddhism!
Viva the old ladies who wear tennis shoes!
Viva Winos! Viva Superman! Viva Everybody!
Wayne D. J. Salvatore

’All the Answers’
Editor:
Is Earl Reason going to be the next athletic
director at San Jose State or maybe just the
new head basketball coach?
Why not - - he seems to have all the

answers.

Kevin Doyle
A17188
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With Governor

By- RAI’ GILES
Special to the Daily
SACRAMENTO
James Edwards. A.S. president, met here
Friday with Gov. Reagan and
other college and university student presidents.
As usurl. th, dilemma of the
Educatismal Oppmtunities Program t EOPI 1d70-71 budget in
the Cali! irnia higher educational
systim oil, the topic of most of
the 2’, heur meeting. The meeting was the third with the Govet not km Edward,. He has tsi’rsonalli lead the hattle at all thee
a us
I hr quest ion of
meetings
MOP funding.
Edwards. an MOP student himself, is attempting to secure the
S1.6 million augmentlition allocation Gay. Reagan 1:toe-penciled
out 01 the California State College Board of Trustee’s $4.4 mil-

MOP request. Gen. Reagan’s
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"One, an agreement can be
made between the Tiustees and
the Gri.ri not to amend his ’Imposed budget." ljeurance said,

Trustees Pick
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think we hme a program to
keep MOP in the state college
system based on information my
staff and
have been collecting.Edwaids said after the meeting
Friday. "Ft om what we found
out today. the best chance of
securing the additiiinal $1.6 mil I am ni iii of in thent1.2,h legislative me:1,1.1ms."
’TM I. ate rnly lit
o,silrle
"0
I tin 111, 5 1 111’
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"something 1 don’t ,oc happening.
’And s2cond, passage of a rill
in the
e. James and I
will piopose such a hill, asking
1.01 a general fund allsaation of
$1.6 million for the MOP program," Lieurance reported.
ASSURANCE
Solitske
with

the

said after the meetinT
Gus ernor that he ic

surest the student presidents, representing California universities,
colleges and community collee.s

Pacific Telephone
Sets Interviews
from Pacific
and Telegraph Company will he on campus Wednesday, April 8, to interview students for summer employment.
Opportunities for males and
females are in computer programming, engineering, accounting.
and technical management. Majors in engineering, business and
math who have U.S. Citizenship
or permanent residency at time
of intervi,w may apply. Students
may sign up now in the Student
Placement Center.
Represent at ives

Telephone

Even conservative profs rebel
against smear tactics on term
6
papers. You’re always better off
with erasable Corrasableg Bond.
/
An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase withOut a trace On
EATON’S CORRASABLE
Eaton’s Corrasable typeTYPEWRITER PAPER
writer paper. At college book-

,

tar II).

stores and
k,
.F1

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
TICKETS: 11.00-55.00.$6.10

SAN JOSE
BOX Gi.,1,1C.7
912 Town & Country VII!

246-1160

P. I he was in full support of the
ha 0’ program.

The Governor’s proposed budget h:ts given MOP funds a 50’,
increase from last year. However,
mo..t of that new money will be
gising to the community colleges.

MONEY PRIORITY
Edwards feels that the state
colleges,

which were given only
it minimal increase in funds over

this

yorir’s

budget,

Only Eaton makes Corrasabie’
EATON’S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
Eaton Paper Division of tetEngt Pittsfield. Massachusetts 01201

should

be

where most of

the MOP monies

are spent.
"The state

colleges

a
proven racord of academie success from the FOP students,"
Edwards

said.

"They

have

also

have

functioning programs on all
one campus. State collet:0s

but
can
ser-

aiso offer better tuts,ring
vices, hou,ing facilities and num-

erous other variables that make
for a successful academic career
for any student."
asked Lieurance to
the Coordinating
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before
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EDWARD’S HOPES
Edwar
mat the C.ordinating Council can be convinced that the MOP program at
the state college level should get

a greater increase in funds next
year than the Governor has proposed.

While

the

slate

college

received ft $400,000 inemaae, the community college program received a $1.5 milMOP program

lion increase.
ldrally, according to Licurance,
Council

Coordinating

the

will

the Governor t.hat

recommend to

the state colleges deserve a large
increase and Reagan will subs’,

quently amend his hudget. If this
is not don-, then it will take
the
action
to
get
legislative
money.

R.A. Positions
Now Available
Applications for the position of
adviser for the 1970-71

resident
school

term :ire

being

accepted

1 at the housing office, 319 S. 5th St.
Preference will he given to upper division and graduate students who have attained a 2.5
now through April

CPA

and

News Review
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class load

I
A cars, fire in Laos was proby the Pathet Lao

posed Monday

Prince

Leader.

Souphanouvong,

so talks could he held among all
political parties and a provisional
coalition government established
in a demilitarized zone.
Souphanouvong sent

as

five-

point proposal to his half-brother
Prince Souvanna Phouma, premier of Laos, which the North
Vietnamese News Agency dispatched from Hanoi.
The proixisal calls for a stand fast ceasefire, a conference of all
political parties on establishment
of a provisional coalition government, a demilitarized Zone where
the political conference and government would function, a pledge
from each party to refrain from
reprisals against members of opposing groups, and a halt to U.S.
"intervention and aggression" in
Laos.
American diplomats in Laos
called the proposals "interesting"
and said they favored having the
Laotian problem settled by Laotians.
State Department officials in
Washington indicated they would
support a coalition government in
Laos due to the 1962 Geneva

granted official
recognition to the Students for
Peace and Freedom organization
Council

AS.

last Wednesday.
by

An open meeting will he held
the organization for all pro-

gressive

students

and

groups

this afternoon at 1:30 in the Manzanita Room of the College
Union.
According to Jim Bailey, temporary chairman of Students for
today’s
Freedom,
Peace and
meeting will propose to "get more
people involved in the peace
movement, form meaningful alliances among all forms of social
change organizations, and to discuss formation of a cover organizatIon for all forms of social
protest including confrontation.
electoral politics, and community organization."
Students for Peace and Freedom will also hold a Bar-B-Q and

_

EUROPE

exceeding 12-14 unit,.
Bernice Ryan, hous-

Available flights from N.Y. Flights
within Europe. Israel, 8 th Orient

carrying

according to

For information contact 345.1628

ing director.
Additional

details

about

position can lie obtained at
11011,1f12 miff iii

the
th.

ESEP WI Woodside, Redwood City
E.P.SJSC.. members

Consulate Closed
The Voile.’ State a ill .lose its

Rhodesia
consulate
March 17, according to a state
department announcement issued
yesterday.
The U.S. has refused to recognize the Rhodesian Republic since
its break with the British crown
on March 2.

Salisbury,

FLY

JET CHARTER
ONE WAY

$1.35
OAKLAND TO LONDON

street dance Saturday afternoon
on Seventh Street to help raise
filing fees for statewide Peace
.ind Freedom Party candidates.
Richard Rome, candidate fir
governor, and James Scheer, U.S.
senatorial candidate, will speak
at the rally.

OAKLAND TO
LONDON -AMSTERDAM
For completepohflnigeht

OR WRITE
CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 MARKET Sl,
SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94105
H&J me MO charter flight schedul
NAME
STREET
CITY & ZIP

Both men and women should consider
many attractions of a career as a

the

Tax Auditor
Or if you prefer to work on your own,
in the field, consider a career as a

Revenue
Officer
with the

Internal Revenue Service
Excellent career opportunities await you when you
join the Internal Revenue Service. Here are two such
opportunities, for which our representatives will be
interviewing candidates on campus in the near
future (see actual date below):

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

Depart:
New York

STUDENT SERVICES WEST. INC

ROUND TRIP TO TOKYO

199

Positions are available for both men and women. ACT
NOW. For more information and to arrange an interview
appointment, visit the Placement Office. Our recruiting
representative will be on campus-

THURS. MARCH 12 &
FRI. MARCH 13

$350

Available only to California State College students, faculty,
staff and their immediate families.

Sponsored by the
Associated Students of
SJS through,
Student Services West, Inc.

ARRANraVENTS BY 11,1 TRAVEL 60 N

schedule

(415) 392-8513

EUROPE

Depart:
Oak. -LA

TRIP

$275

REVENUE OFFICER
A "field" position, in which you
may spend only a small part of the day behind
desk. You will be responsible for collecting unpaid
taxes and helping people understand and meet their
tax obligations. We train you for this work. Starting
salaries, $7,000 to $7,894 depending on your individual
qualifications. Excellent advancement potential.
Bachelor’s degree (any major) or 3 years appropriate
experience required to qualify.

289

TPA,EI

which are too small.
"We find that MOP students
an’ successful, as the vast majority make limited success of
MOP in overcoming SOW of the
major barriers such as finance,
housing and transportation," consultants Harry Kitano and Dorothy Miller said.
The consultants went on to
Sic)’ they found no connection between MOP students and campus
disturbances, but credited then’
with helping bring ethnic studi,
to campuses.
The report indicated that almost every MOP student needed
more money and criticized ill
programs for being complicated
inadequate and unrealiable.

YES

Round Trip For Only

Contact:
LOIS DICKINSEN
Bldg. BB
315 S. Ninth St.

Coordinating Council for Higher
Education, showed the program
doing well in spite of grants

Army Master Sergeant William
Higdon was charged yesterday
with larceny. bribery and graft
in connection with an investigation into illicit operations of military’ NCO clubs.
The Pentagon announcement
said the alleged offenses occurred
while Higdon was custodian of
the noncommissioned officers and
enlisted ;liens’ open mess system
at Long Binh. South Vietnam.

TAX AUDITOR A position for the individual who
enjoys dealing with people and who likes to complete
assignments with independence. By correspondence and
in person, you will identify and explain tax issues and
act as a specialist in resolving a variety of Federal
income fen questions that do not involve professional
accounting issues. We train you for this work. Starting
salaries, $6,176 to $7,639 depending on your individual
qualifications. Bachelor’s degree (any major) or 3
years appropriate experience required to qualify.

You Can Jet To

289

EOP Successful
A 65-page evaluation of the
ProOpportunity
Educational
gram i FOPI, presented to the

Sergeant Charged

A.S. Council Receives
’Peace’ Party Officially

S230-5295 r.f. from West Coast

not

agreement which established the
neutrality of Laos and called for
a three-sided government consisting of the neutralists, the
rightists and the leftists.

ROUND

a

are

stationery stores.
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Edwards Meets 1 Laos Cease Fire Proposed I
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EOP Discussed
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Television Review

Love Conquers All in ’Room 222’
Be %I( :s!

\ 11,1
I

..r
In the nis
’Whit:::
.
Ic’
in
iworks7,
LOS Angeles way, lives
a male teacher, a female counselor and an will ball principal. And
2000 or so mixed-up teenagers
who really aren’t so mixed-up
after all, Thanks tee the male

wait

teacher, the female counselor...
Pete Dixon i Lloyd Haynes, is
the understanding male resident
of room 222, Wednesdays at K:30.
on ABC. He happens to be Black.
and the resemblance between him
an ..I Sidney Poitier in "re Sc:
With !Awe’ is more than errineidimtal. It’s (II wnsight direct
He is cool, informed. smiarth

(HST GLASS
Perim( No. 17170
San Franctsca. Cala

eADLER, DIINCAIV tY PIERCE
TRAVEL ASSOCIATES
414 an icnt Street. Suite 6
San Franc-P.4:u 941IS’

fold

If you lear out thi:,’
I!. staple it, and send it 1,7
(postage is paid), we’ll scud you
..,,r10 of art arid poetry about
(Of
course,
if
you
,i,’!
Hawaii.
Hawaii is still beau cc . i
a lot to see, but you ought
to go now, before the greeith.,.i.
off completely. Your parents
might not send you there (list t.
around, but maybe they’ll send
you for the University of Natoli, ic ’miter Session.
After reading "Where is Ilawaiir, you might want to go. Let
us know and well handle the arrangements. (Ages 17-25, please... no
iadies in flowered dresses or cigar chewing car salesmen allowed.)
Send ate "Where is Hawaii?", free.

Age_

Nana

_

.4drires.9

City

___
!

arite

and "sexy." But where Pieties
-had to deal with hostility, Dixon
gels nothing but love, love, love.
the prinEverybody loves him
cipal lures him, his kooky student
teacher ’Karen Valentine: loves
him, his students love him, and
most important of all, the school
ceunseler r Denise Nicholas i loves
him. And she LOVES him
Anyway. even with all this
liars he still does nothing but
s:ilye problems each week. It
seems love doesn’t manage to
eliminate the hassles Pete Dixon
faces.
For instance, last week’s episode involved Dennis Joplin, a
dirty -no-good stinker who makes
1:ilse promises and tells lies about
himself. He wants to be "ten
feet tall." lite in reality he is
kips -high ter a grasshopper. Anyway. Dixon lovingly straightens
him out, tells him to just be himself and what will he get as a
reward? You guessed it - love.
But although it sounds like this
whole situatirrn is sticky sweet,
they pull it off most of the time
pretty well. The acting, fortunately, is good. And it’s nice to
see some relative newcomers to
Her screen. Lloyd Haynes has just
rho right touch for the un-stereotyped stereotype the scripts force
him to play.
And as long as we are men-

KSJS
News Log
E . Judy
6:00 Sr I. SS s 1.1
Mentor and Ken Ramsdell fill you in on
what’s happening in
your world.
6:10 SPA RTA N SPECTRUM. What’s going
on around this campus? Find out from
Evelyn Fierro and Bill
Brooks.
6:25 SPARTAN FOCUS.
Gary Fazekas presents
a critical appraisal of
student government on
the S.’S campus.

Bloodrock

ROCK (the "hard- variety) IS A REFLECTION OF THE TIMES.
BLOODROCK is simply a clearer mirror than most.
A group of five musicians from Texas. Product of the times.

honing the scripts, let us forge
ahead. In general, they stink.
Granted the show is about high
school students, but must it expect its audience to be the same?
Sometimes the plots and solutions are so simple-minded. I
wonder if even high school students ’presumably the intended
aridiencei like them. One show
that stands out in my mind was
about a play that the kids wanted
to put on entirely by themselves.
For a bangup ending, they
wanted to take off all their
clothes.
And now, you ask, how dirt
they i the establishment I get out
of that one? Why, they applied
reverse psychology of course.
(Shades of kindergarten?’ Alice
Johnson ’Miss Valentine: was in
charge of the whole thing and
she just told them. "okay, let’s
have an undress rehearsal.- That
unfortunately.
shut them up
it also is extremely indicative of
much of Room 222’s script material, and it shut me up, too.
Lastly, a word about the best
aspect of the whole show. I refer to Michael Constantine’s portrayal of Mr. Kaufman, the
school principal. Somebody else
must be writing his lines. They
are actually clever. He is the
Henry Morgan of the high school
set with his dry comments and
pained expressions. Life is nothing but an endless chore, and a
grudging heavy burden to poor
Mr. Kaufman. It’s no wonder
he’s stuck in a high schoolish
show about a high school.

KSJS Posts
New Format
KSJS this semester is following a new station format of heavy
blur a and rock underground.
Each eve ning one member of the
staff is announcer and during the
evening there is a feature production.
Tonight at 8:30 the feature
program will be "Into It," produced by Jim Lull. This is a
biography of a hand. Each week
a different group is featured and
tonight Traffic is the group.
Wednesday at 6:45 will be "Run a -way World," produced by Jim
Reifschneider and Thursday at
8:30 will he the "History of
Rhythm and Blues," produced by
Mike Hanson.
Announcers for this week will
be:
Eric Pace
Tonight
Wednesday
John Miles
Thursday Jim Reifschneider
Flash
Friday

cause he crossed the equator three times. The
play will continue t3morrow through Salurday
nights at 8:15 in the Studic Theatre. Tickets
are $2, or $1 with a student body card.

Rosa
A SAILOR WITH AN EARRING/
(Christine Carter) and her suitor Jack Hunter
(Gary Lundbiad) discuss their plans in the
Drama Department’s production of ’The Role
Tattoo.’ The sailor is wearing an earring be-

’Rose Tattoo’ Simulates
Italian and Dixie World

Bs STEVE sWENSON
Daily Entertainment Writer
Although I was admitted free,
I would have gladly paid to see
"The Rose Tattoo" Saturday
night. Coming from someone
who got centrally aroused when
he was undercharged 3 cents for
a package of lemonade mix,
that’s a pretty high compliment.
I , who would much rather
watch television with my mother
than to go watch a play, thought
that Dr. Hal J. Todd’s production of the Tennessee Williams*
play was remarkably exciting,
and
dramatic,
funny,
warm
human.
The drama will be repeated
Saturday
Wednesday
through
nights of this week at 8:15 in
the Studio Theatre.
The acting and the portayal
of Sicilian as well as Dixie characters was so realistic that I
yearned for a plate of spaghetti
with a side order of black-eyed
peas and mustard. Out of a talented cast, I would single out
Carol Zit fren as Serafina and
Tressie Jones as Miss Yorke 4IS
capturing their respective Italian
and Southern characters with a
master’s excellence.

’The 39 Steps’
"The 39 Steps." second of the
Classic Film Series, will be shown
in Morris Dailey Auditorium tomorrow, Wednesday. March 11,
at 3:30 and 7 p.m. Admission to
the film, co-sponsored by the
College Union Program Board,
Associated Students and AudioVisual Service Center, is free to
the college community only

Although a minor role in the
play, Miss Jones perfoimed so
well as a "Suh-thun Laydee"
school teacher that she received
a special applause from the full
house of 200 people in the Studio
There Ire.
But it was Mrs. Zafren as the
widowed Serefina that kept the
play captivating throughout. Alvaro, her suitor, played by Gary
Lundblad, told her that a Sicilian
woman "laughs with all her
heart, cries with all her heart,
and does things with all her
heart." Mrs. Zafren portrayed
Serafina
with all her heart.
Another simply outstanding
feature of the performance was
the sassier:fed slides that helped

if you want a
summer job, call
Manpower’.
The pay Is good.
You can work when you please.

tell the story and point out the
symbols. They kept the play moving and they gave an added dimension of expression. They also
her outdid any general ed slides.
Speaking of looking in, the four
town gossips were something
better than magnificent. Beverly
Mathis, Linda Talluto, Nancy
Sandoval rind Jeanne Rose tickled
ins. laughter with their hilarious
antics and busylsxly chatter.
A couple of romances in the
play gave the four ladies plenty
of line to play with. Serafina’s
daughter. Rosa, played by Chritine Carter, fell in love with Jack
Hunter, a sailor played by Craig

Harbridge, whom she met at a
school steam
So when Serafine met Hunter,
she asked him, "What are you
hunting, Jack?" Then the mother
talked about virginity and Jack
replied, "I had my opportunities,
but I always thought of my
mother." in his "cunlession" that
he was a virgin too.
The other ronumee was of AlAlvaro’s
Seratine.
LIDO
varo
courting was a mixture of Clerk
Gable and Maynard G. Krebs. At
times it was romantic, but at
times it was tactless. This romance ended as many do --in the
maternity ward.

’French Lieutenant’s Woman’

A Woman Liberated
100 Years Too Soon
By

JANA
Special

ct.S.Srar.ii %NI
tic, Dads

to

Picture the liberated woman
one hundred years before her
time and you have "The French
Lieutenant’s Woman."
John Fowles, author of "The
Collector" and "The Magus,- has
managed to reproduce the Victorian novel, complete with the
sentiments, dialogue and furnishings of the time. He accompanies his story with some blatant parallels between the Vie:torian era and now, reminding
us that we are not as enlightened as we would like to think.
The book begins with the classic triangle; Charles Smithson, a
British gentleman of independent
means; Ernestine Freeman. a
pretty, if slightly dense heiress
whom Charles is to wed; *and
Sara Woodruff. the mysterious
lady of the title whose motives
and morals are far in advance
cl Ill’!’ time.
PASSION
At first, Charles takes pity on
Sarah as she ’tells how she was
deserted after a brief affair with
a French naval officer. Later,
his pity turns to passion and
"some terrible perversion of human sexual dignity had begun."
It is the eta -ti
t went jet It

\Oh

VillOrii,11

that nobody
iives bceppil,v cern; after.
Fowles weaves his story around
richly -done secondary characters;
mligious-lanatic hypocrite, a
a
wealthy pompous merchant, an
intelligent erruntry diretor, and
clever, cunning servants
all
reminiscent of Thomas Harris’s
works.
ilISUrt

SUBTLETY
With his carefully chosen cast,
the author shows the typical
ideas and attitudes of the age
with ease and subtlety.
Occasionally. Fowles inserts
his own voice into the story,
explaining his feelings about the
characters and circumstances, but
he does it so well that instead
of detracting from the novel,
another dimension is added.
Perhaps the most amazing
thing about the book is that it
seems to be written with such
ease and still is able tie maintain
itself on two distinct levels
the actual story and F’ cc les’
gently mrs:king of present day
life.
The heels, published by Little,
Brown and I ’cc.. has been ins the
best seller list for 14 weeks and
is presentls nmnber one. Judging
from the response, it should stay
there r",
rime

The experience will help you later on.
That sound you hear is Opportunity, knocking.
If you’re a gal -and you have some secretarial
skills -we’ll put you to work. If you can type,
operate various office machines or handle some
stenography.. knock knock knock.
If you’re a guy, you might want factory or warehouse work -indoors or out. We’ve got both..,
and both can help you build up your experience
...and your bankroll. But we can’t call you...
so call us. Knock knock knock.

The above has been produced as a four-color
poster for display in stores. Courtesy of Bloodrock,
who, like the rest of us, remember the 60’s, and
hope for a more peaceful decade to come. Perhaps
then the music will be more gentle.

EASTER TUNE-UP SPECIAL!
SILVA TEXACO IS THE PLACE
ANTIFREEZE
BRAKE
1 UBE
TUNE-UP
FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
COMPETENT MECHANICS

SILVA TEXACO

Knock knock knock knock.

78 SO. 4th, SAN JOSE

ST-435

cal

11211111N
Jai=

In 400 offices throughout the United Stales
Manpower specializes in finding the right people to do the temporary jobs that have to be
done. We’ve been at it for 21 years, so we know
what you’re looking for. Why not deal with the
best. When you’re home on vacation come on in.
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Spartan Basebaliers
In Search of Hitting
Spartan baseball mentor Gene
Menges would certainly like to
have Reggie Jackson, still unsigned with the Oakland Athletics. in his SJS starting lineup.
Ile might even settle on a Willie
McCovey.
But in the absence of sluggers
like these two Bay Area players.
Menges will take a look at some
of the talent from SJS’ froshsophomore team in hopes of discovering some long ball hitting
potential varsity performers.
"Our hitting just left us." bemoaned the personable Menges,
referring to the Spartans’ weekend games in which SJS could
muster only six runs and one
extra base blow in losing two of
three.
The Spartans hope to regain
a little of the hitting form they
showed against St. Mary’s I 22
hits), USE 1101 and UC Davis
( 11 ) today against San Francisco
State in a 2:30 p.m. encounter
on the Gators’ diamond.
SJS also has home dates Friday with St. Mary’s and Cal
State Hayward Saturday.
The Spartans, now 6-2 on the

Gymnasts
Lose Meet
With SJS gymnastic star Joe
Sweeney competing in only one
event, host UC Santa Barbara
edged the Spartans, 149.35-141.95,
Friday in a three-way meet. San
Diego State finished third with
a 109.80.
Sweeney, entered only the side
horse (finishing eighth) as a result of a back injury suffered at
Chico a week arlier. Spartan
mentor Clair Jennett felt his
squad could have won if Sweeney
was healthy, and added, "We expect him back within 10 days, and
feel he will be ready definitely
for the league finals (March 2628 at SJS)."
Doug Hills and Mike Cooper
paced SJS Friday by finishing
second and third respectively in
all-around.
Spartan Bill Barnwell scored
the only first for SJS with an
8.4 average in the high bar.
Teammate Cooper finished second with an 8.2.
Jim Turpin also scored well for
SJS with seconds in both the
rings and free exercise events.
Randy Molina of Santa Barbara
won the free exercise, with Hills
picking up a third.
Brian Kolb, whose Santa Barbara team took first in five of the
six events, captured the side
horse with a score of 8.95 while
SJS’ Eric Havstad took third
with 7.7.
Barnwell also had a fourth in
the long horse, with Turpin fifth,
while Ed Sparacino picked up a
fourth for SJS in the rings.
Next dual match for SJS, now
6-6 on the season, will he at the
University of Nevada, Reno, Friday at 7:30 p.m.

A fourth place finish in the Los
Angeles State Invitational highlighted San Jose State’s weekend
golf action.
Coach Jerry Vroom’s linksters
fired a team total of 925 to finish behind Cal State Los Angeles,
906, University of Southern California, 918, and Fresno State,
918. Other teams competing were
San Fernando Valley State, 932,
UCLA, 941, Cal State LA B
team, 946, and Cal State Long
Beach, 951.
Individual medalist for the
Spartans was sophomore Glenn
Woodruff, who shot a 36 hole
score of 150. He finished in a
tie for seventh overall in individual competition. Jim Bradford
of San Diego State and Steve
Bogan of Cal State LA tied with
top round scores of 146.
Other scores for SJS golfers
include Kelley Moser, 152, John
Adams, 152, Steve Hakes, 154.
Steve Bohn, 156, and Jim West.
161.
The Spartans continued dual
action Monday, taking on the
University of San Francisco at
San Jose Country Club. They
hoped to extend their 4-0 dual
mark.

Long Beach Breezes
To PCAA Swim Win
California State at Long Beach
dominated

its

second

Pacific

Coast Athletic Association winter
sport by making a runaway of
the swimming championships last
weekend.
The 49er’s, who walked away
with the basketball title, won
every swimming race but one in
the league championships in Long
Beach. Cal State of Los Angeles
won both the one and three meter
diving events.
Long Beach accumulated 615
points, finishing far ahead of

second place University of Pacific with 345. San Jose Statej
finished last with 92. Other placers were: UC Santa Barbara:
third with 321; San Diego State.
fourth at 253; Cal State Los Angeles, fifth with 143, and Fresno
State, sixth with 94, just two
points ahead of the Spartans.
Under new coach Bill Jay, the
Spartans faced a rebuilding Year
this season and showed a definite
improvement over last year. This
season SJS established a 5-6 dual
meet mark, while last year they
were 0-1-1.
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U111, ,1,ity
tennis squads in
the country, SJS’ netters step
down in competitive circles today

best

b,

Wayne Sake( re

when

coach

Butch

Krikorian’s

team meets San Francisco State
at 2:30 on the Spartan courts.
The Spartans dropped an 8-1
decision to Utah last Thursday
and took an 812 to ’2 loss at
Stanford Tuesday, but coach Krikorian noted that "we should be
the favorites to win this one."

The Spartans will use the same
lineup today they have employed
throughout the early campaign
in seeking their fist win of Is
season.
Chuck White Hank Lloyd, Robbie Wheatley. Randy BerkmJ.it
a
Jan Young and Rand B..4.,eli

a
a
a

a
a
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championships

FOLK ENTERTAINMENT
NIGHTLY IN THE BAR
The Finest in Eastern Angus Beef,
Broiled Australian Lobster,
and Gourmet Salad Bar

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
WHITE FRONT PHARMACIES
are ready to handle your PRESCRIPTIONS as outlined
under the San Jose State College Student Health Service

simply present your student body card with your prescription

SIGNED BY A SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Visit any one of our White Front Pharmacies today:

CAPRI
in

Featuring: Discount prices on
\ National Brand Vitamins and Sundries

RAYON & FLAX
SIZES 5-13

1.99
1. White Front Pharmacy
Moorpark and Meridian
San Jose

MANY STYLES AND COLORS
USE YOUR BANK CHARGE
LAYAWAY PLAN

2. White Front Pharmacy
Highway 9 at
El Camino -Sunnyvale

Zip

a

4 Cy1$22.50

HEALTH SERVICE DOCTOR

NEWEST

$ 1

a

6 Cy1$25

and $1.50 to our pharmacist
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PERSONALITY PAPERS, INC.
P.O. Box 123, Spring Lake, New Jersey 07762
set(s) of 24 personalized post cards I enclose 61.00 for each set.

Address
City

Tune-ups

my

g

Are you a busy person with just a minute to write a note to say "HELLO" ...for more allowance. High
quality VELLUM post cards with avocado border. "SNAPPY" slimline personalized post cards. 35. a 05..

Address

Spartans

SPRING
SPECIAL!

a

24 for $1.00

Name

tlw

Cleve Holt. This marked tile see- .
und straight year Holt
hsa
finished second.
Brothers Terry and Tim Ken
also scored well for the Spartan> *
Long
Belief,
Terry
pinned
George Morrison to take thu .1
*
in the 134 class, won by Fresti,.
Ray Contrariz. Freshman Ta,.
Kerr reached the finals of It:.
158 division before losing a heat
breaking 7-6 decision to Gordo::
George of Santa Barbara.
George had built up a 7-0 lea.: :
before Tim stormed back in tie *
final round to within one, In::
ran out of time before he cotil.! *
catch the tired Gaucho.
TAX INCLUDED
In the 150 class, SJS’ Arno
second!:
who
finished
Dominguez,
last year, scored a third by decisioning San Diego’s Steve Jackson in the consolation finals. *
Santa Barbara won this division,
as well as the 142 title, the only
weight SJS failed to score in.
456 E. San Salvador
Also picking up thirds for SJS
Phone: 295-4247
were Tim Owens (1181, Da t,’
Smith (1261 and Ray Menthol..
(hvy.).
-0:40:1" ."Zedr.":07=30Z=WiL0f.e..e..e..e

PAY ONLY $1.50 FOR ALL PRESCRIPTIONS

133 Main Street, New York. N.Y. 10011

Please send me
PLEASE PERSONALIZE AS FOLLOWS (print):

tor

Fresno State started four firsts
in capturing the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association wrestling
championships, Saturday at SJS.
Spartan grapplers picked up
t w o indivaltud championships,
two second place finishes and
five thirds to finish in third place
overall. Fresno tallied 78 team
points to win the title, followed
by UC Santa Barbara with 64,
SJS 57, Long Beach State 42,
San Diego State 25, and Los
Angeles State 10.
Paul Hatling tend Walt Thatcher, who switched weight classes
for the championships, scored
firsts for SJS. Thatcher, who had
a 7-3 dual meet record as a 161pounder,
and was defending
PCAA champ. jumped up to the
177-pound class and scored a 5-3
decision
over Fresno’s Doug
Waller to win the title.
Hailing, who had an 11-1 seasonal mark in 177-pound competition, scored his victory in the
167-pound class. Flatting, second
in the league finals last year,
won the championship on a 9-3
decision from San Diego’s Gary
Graham after almost scoring a
pin in the opening minutes of
the match.
Overjoyed by his victory, senior
Hatling explained, "This is
first championship in high school
or college competition." Both
Hatling and Thatcher qualify for
the NCAA
in Minnesota, March 26-28.
Although SJS scored in nine of
the ten weight divisions, coach
Bill Smith wasn’t completely satisfied with the final results. "If
a couple of the boys in the lower
classes had reached the finals, I
feel we might have had a real
shot at Fresno," Smith commented.
As expected, Fresno dominated
the lower classes, winning the
118, 126 and 134-pound titles.
This, combined with a win for,
defending heavyweight champ
Ken Oyer, cinched the team title
for the Bulldogs.
Fresno’s Dean Hansen took the
190 title by decLsicming Spartan

White and Lloyd, who scored
SJS’ first win in dual play with
a 6-4, 6-3 win over Utah’s Dan
Dinner: Sunday through Thursday 6-11 p.m.
Bleckinger and Dale Fritz, and
Friday and Saturday 6-12 p.m.
who were finalists at the NorthBar Open Until 2 a.m.
Intercollegiate
ern
California
championships and split a curtailed dual against Stanford, will
35-t-33511
Nc.. I .0,-.
354 N. Santa ( :rtiz
vie as the No. 1 doubles team
are’
for the Spartans.
-,,,r,t-r..eroGGCrst"-Cear
_
*******************************************************Irk******************************************

PERSONALIZED POST CARDS

State

y
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team of
DOUBLES DUOSJS’ number one tennis doubles
Chuck White (foreground) and Hank Lloyd (hitting ball), will be
in action this afternoon against San Francisco State. White and
Lloyd provided San Jose with its only win against Utah last week.
The Spartans dropped the match 8-1.

Netters Battle Gators
SJS Golfers In First Victory Try
In Tourney

’UT.4-8

Fresno Wins PCAA Title;
Spartan Wrestlers Third

year, have received stron.: p.lening from Jay Eike, Mike Rusk.
Al Withol. Gary Houston and
Bob Grover to compensate tot
the lack of long ball power.
Withol suffered a tough 4-0
loss in the second game of a
doubleheader Saturday against
UOP. "He pitched a great game
and deserved to win." Menges
observed. But a three-hit ninth inning outburst by the Tigers.
along with two walks and in
error resulted in Withol’s first
loss against no victories.
Although SJS is averaging six
runs and nine plus hits per game.
the figures are deceiving in that
SJS amassed 17 of the runs and
22 hits in trouncing St. Mary’s.
The Spartans have but 10 extra
base blows: home runs by Tom
Corder anti Mel Sigona, triples
by Larry Lintz, a pair by Gary
Cutmintam and doubles by Jon
Hennig, Corder. Al Ariza and
Cunningham.
Coach Menges will start a lineup of Tom McLachlan (113).
Rhodes
Raleigh
12131,
Lintz
1313t, Corder (SS), Cunningham
(LF), Jim Kilburg teF 1 anti
Ariza (RF).
Menges will send Houston to
the mound and durable Mike
Hazelhofer behind the plate today
at San Francisco. The junior
right-hander saw relief duty
against Stanford when the Indians broke loose for three tallies
against him and lefty Rusk.
Houston will be after his second win of the year against no
losses for the Spartans.

Shoot Fourth

cr 11T N

’Nesday, March ID 1’171

Dear San lose State students. we at White Front Pharmacy know that your accounting won’t balance; your
midterms are this week and your homework is a week
overdue. So just clip this coupon and visit us. we hare
for your headache. .

I *
r a
a

3. White Front Pharmacy
Moury Exit Off
Highway 17
Newark
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New 1969 Renault 10
Demonstrators from

$1,595
sik
es

We service heh
Do-nestic & Impart cars
STAR

,ta, Club Tickets on sale now
the Student Affairs Business
Office, second level of the C.U.,
for this weekends Heavenly Valiey ski trip. $18 for members,
$21 to non-members.

MOTOR IMPORTS

375 S. Market St.
286-6500

Err, Muiv 1\titiztit,

EM BARNEY
crIch ’Ft :es &Coke

license. Sign-ups begin today in
the Placement (’enter.

A representative from Johnson
and Johnson will lie on campus
Tuesday. April 7, to interview
students for summer employment as summer sales trainee.
Majors completing their junior
year in Marketing, Liberal Arts,
or Business Administration may
sign up beginning Tuesday in the
Placement Center, U.S. Citizenship is required.

Correction
Furniiina is ii. not reappointed to the position of chief
justice of the Associated Students
A.S.) Judiciary, as was reported
in last Frdiay’s Spartan Daily.
but he will remain on the judiehiry.

SJS students will have the opportunity to earn six units of
Upper division credit by participating in a summer psychology

housing, sightseeing trips, all foreign travel and most meals.
The traveling teaching staff includes Dr. John Kelley. associate
professor of psychology at SJS.
Jerry Cross, SJS graduate, is the
coordinator of the event.
Further information and applications can be obtained from
Crbss at 739-0357, 110 Locksunart Way, Apt. 8, Sunnyvale or
Dr. Kelly at 294-6414, ext. 2016.

course at the University of Vienna in Austria. Application
deadline is April 15.
The course, available to college
students and teachers, includes
units for psychology 125, introduction to group dynamics, and
psychology 156, history of psy- rw
chology. Introductory or general
psychology is recommended .is a
Artists, Advertisers
pre-requisite for the course.
and Students
Students will spend two-and -:’half weeks of the 40-day tour
Oil Paintings
Black-light
at the University of Vienna. They
Demonstration, SJ Mary
will also travel to several EuroAnn Gardens, March 10,
pean cities including Paris.
11, 12, 13, Lincoln Ave.
France; Heidelberg and Munich.
Shown from 7:30-10:30
Germany; and Venice, Italy.
p.m. Admission $3.50. For
Cost is $1,001 from San Franmore info. Call Odessa
cisco for the 40-day world study
Forth 294-3207.
program. The fee includes roundtrip jet air fare, full tuition costs,

84,
64c
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SPEND 43 DAYS IN
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DISCOUNT FASHIONS ic I
Gates share you can buy new and i..
-high quality’ clothes for women
children at low, low prices?
t.
to 241/2) We have Magnin’s. E
ten. Catalineis. Bobbie 13,00i
knits, Etc., Etc. - For 1/4 of the
price. 720 University Ave._ Los G.
(between Blossom Hill Rd. and L
Ave. Open 10 a.m.-7 p.m. daily & Sun
dosy_. 356-4419 or _356:6314
FLY TO EUROPE: $299, June 12 A
29. Oak r
-donPans-Rome.
.
297.9976.
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1.1 ".. L.,. 9.12 a.m. 11, j
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3
per plagues per
$
-f
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WAIT UNTIL DARK 1
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2 ROOMMATES NEEDED TO SHARE 3
,n Sunnyvale. Priv. rm. $451
, t’arry 245-0604 or 734-2330
GIRL TO, ,,7.63.
SHARE 2 BDRM. APT. with
block from campus. $65/
ENGLISH MAJOR share 3 bdrm house
English, low rent for
.
. ... -. 225 5345 after 4:30.
IDEAL FOR MARRIED 2 bdrm duplex
"- ,,
Available after Easter.
j . - 287-2652.
GIRL WANTED to share spacious 2
imous Community w/3
- . Call 286.1799.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED 2 bdrrn.
from school $85/Mo.
-. or 630 p.m.
FEMALE TO SHARE I bdrm. lux. apt.
.
I - $55/mo. 259.9679. Out

ROOM & BOARD, with private apt., to
d with 1 other male. 5 weekly DON - Which Pat? Where did you
292.7278.
meet her? When are you in 121? How
MALE ROOMMATE: To share 2 bdrm. about reserve room MWF 9.30?
Sr Cl.
9tah*I I.
9 oS.
.85405,
4.339
’
Tony.4
SERVICES 181
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED - upper
p,2s. bpd. orrnv. s.t.onw.nh. o$8u0se,
AUTO INSURANCE - Annual Liability
’my. Rates - Married or Single Age 24 and
4 22.
up $93. Married age 19 to 23 $147. Ivo.
MALE GRAD STUDENT seeks one to Toll 241-3900.
bdrm. apt. next to SJS. Call EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast.
Can edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs. As.
WANTED: MALE ROOMMATE. Here’s Ianian-2/8.4104.
.
quiet conducive TYPING - thesis, term papers. etc.,
$4!
406 S. 11th St.
experierced and fast. Phone 269.8674.
FURNISHED APT. $65 Needs one male STUDENT TYPING in my Rome. Fast, Ac.
- . or grad. come over cures Minor Editing. Mrs. Baiter, Phone
3:1. 230 E. San Salvador *9.
244-6581.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

HELP WAK7RIB..141
INSIDE SALES,
,
’.oday 22 ",s, a w., W3, ir.
mar. Arp’y 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 210 S. 1st
P., 207.

’
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11-1 - 1:30-3:30

,
’.; -.-.,. ..7.,-..-...-,--; : - . ’4-_,..-7..--’-:"; I UNDERSTAND THE STUDENT COUNCIL. 1-1.AS TAKEN SOME
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9:30-10:30 - 2-4

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ed herr

Two days

Add this
amount for
each addi.50
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Come to:
Classified Adv.

(Count approximately ES letters end ekes
One day

1. Porsonal (7)
H Services (11)
frensoortattoo (1)

EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DISCOUNTS available to holders of the
international student identity card. For
info, regarding travel discounts and put..
chase of card, CONTACT: International
Student Club of America, 11687 San
Vicente Blvd. *4, L.A., Calif.90049.
(213) 843-5669. Or campus rep.: Fred
Black, 2536 Regent, Berkeley. (4)5) 8431857.
DENVER! Ride needed to area at Easter
Vacation. Departure anytime after Mlir.
IS. Share Exp. Chuck 289.8616, 346 N.
7th Evenings,
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Summer
flights: $270.$325 roundtrip, $150 Oneway. Coordinator: Professor Frank Peal,
247 Roycroft. Long Beach 90803, 438.
2179.

an ad:

WOMEN
.......( ...:.,i
MEN, ’ .

Ir.

CLASSIFIED RATES
’’mum
Three lines
One day

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, $169
cne way - $289 round top. Japan. $350
Contact Prof. Mage. 293.1033.

To Place

SALE. Ire Cream, Soft Drink vonri,ng
Part or lull time. Must have
liraaSe. Wa, tram. Mr. Edwards
a. Montgomery 9.11 a.m. 297-4228.

DELIVERYMAN. Unlit Deliveries. A.M.’s
,
,.ery day. On.
VW REPAIR, New, Rebuilt or Used
,O,tsly at 340G
Parts, Save $ on Labor & Parts. I will
Santa Cara
rc
buy your broken down or wrecked 1r,t:
Herbert, 82 Goodyear, SJ, 292-3768.
meroh 13
WAIT UNTIL DARK F
5.1
i a _Ilu cm. 50c Pro
PORSCHE 1961 Super Coupe. Less 1.- r.’
.
500
comp. rebuilt. Dark ge. v
EOP.
rev
12375. Call 377-8525 aft. 6 p
’65 DODGE CUSTOM - SPORTSMAN
HOUSING 151
seats 7’ or 50- a 76" rad
with floor, monomatic taunt. I FREE RM/BOARD.
house.
.
ifter 5 or see car parked days ,
ot man.
na 4 ’,in Carlos. $975.
18 FORD - overdrive 2.1- M.:ALE, ROOMMATE W.,,At.NNTED, totoshsa
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’ad radio & hen..
’:’ 4557 i.’..
0,14 297.0296,
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rd. 1-19’.gt
.
s.
Near campus.
_
60 RENAUIT DAUPHINE
,2 FEMALE ROOMMATES . ded to
:,
1777
-r- 7
t- -i - i- , ..--- ,
$75.00
, :, ....
69 GTO. RAM AIR iv. :
Sell $3200 or
511 RISE CONTRACT FOR SALE)) In.
hi VW SEDAN,__(.
I ,.no c 5,- r
-oil?
Cs, or c"trne see Sancti. RM
$450. 739.5242 afte, 4
I’se.
907,2 287-3481.
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RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAN
RECORDER: Free Service. No contract.
Free Delivery in S.J. Call Exile’s 2812598.
FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yet?
Distinctive wedding invitations by Robert
Hall. 440 W. Taylor, S.J. 298-2308.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
LOST AND FOUND (61 .
GENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES FOR
LOST: 2-49 ’70 Maws
o d wedding OVERSEAS USE. 220 Volt - 50 cycle.
band, antiqued. UNUSUAL REWARD. Factory Mfg. major and small appliances.
Allied Export Distributors, 522 Merchant
or 294 2287.
251.0165 afier 7 p
Street. S.F. 94111.
MEET ---ittiUR PERFECT MATCH. CAMPERSONALS (1)
PUS DATING $2. 2964533,
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
WANTED: Teacher as a working partner T2e94rmPa.pers,
Thesis, etc. Dependable
.l3 13
in a nursery. Minimum investment $2000.
Cal! 379.3635.
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Selectric.
STOLEN FROM SJS GARAGE MARCH Term Papers, reports, manuscripts, V.
2 -’66 Mustang. Greenish/gold. Stirs" Barker. 294.0076. Weekdays only 8-6.
SJS sticker in rear window. Lic. TCR AUTO INSURANCE as low as $109 per
467. $10 reward for info. Call Lynn 378- year for married, good students. Also
9150 or 867-1845.
excellent savings for single men over 21,
WHOEVER TOOK girl’s blue Schwinn Call George Campbell 244.9600.
bike 3-5 fr. 315 S. 11th. please return. FAST & ACCURATE TYPING 1fo4r8teberm.
It’s my only way to work. No questions. papers, reports, etc. Call 293.6
ATTENTION: JAMES EDWARD SJS tween 7 p.m. & 9 p.m.
PRES. ULTIMATUM: The bread or the
TRANSPORTATIO4 191
stool - Rinaldi’s kid sister 292.9772.

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Ova, 21 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed 1 blk.
$40 rno. Call 287-7654.
L
e 470 5. 11)6, Pool. 3 bedroom
STOP! Female roommate needed to
ONE EIDRM. FURNISHED APT, Very share cieluxe 2 bdrm.. 2 bath apt. with
t.
674 S. 9th. Mature girls 3 oti, $57.50 ’mo. 286.4538.
ROOMMATE NEEDED for I bdrm. apt.,
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 8 bdrm. - ..... c’’’’,.bArms, $65 ’mo. 620
t 1. I .,acanc, 295.9691 429
,
r
S. 9th St, 421.

AUTOMOTIVE 121

Regular Price

-

sonny’ board %sill interview students for summer employment.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Looking for a great meal?
Try Red Barn’s combination of a

.

The following interviews can
be set up in the Student Place-

ment Center, 122 S. Ninth St.
T011tiltROW
March 30: Easter Seal Society
The sixth annual West INTRO
Anthropology Club, 12:30 p.m.,
Conference will be held April 2-3
of Santa Cruz County will inter(’.t’. -Almaden Room.
at the Jack Tar Hotel in San
(*bele K, 12:30 p.m., C.U.-Diview students for summer emFrancisco,
ahlo Room. Convention to be disployment.
A wide variety of job opporcussed.
Marelt Mt: Pacific Gas and
tunities with companies in all
Faculty Book Talk. 12:30 p.m.,
Electric will interview engineerparts of the country will be
CU.-Cmunhum Room. Dr. Roche
ing students for summer emavailable.
ot New College on "The Whole
ployment.
Students van arrange for as
Vorld’s Catalogue" by S. Brand.
many as 20 half-hour interviews
March 30: Alameda -Con tra
1970 Chorale Film Series, 3:30
with company cl’presentatives.
Costa Council of Campfire Girls
and 7 p.m., Morris Dailey. "The
For additional information conwill interview students fur sum:19 Steps" sponsored freely by
tact the Placement (’enter or
mer employment.
CUPB. AS. and Audio Visual
Tom Mueller at 272-0538.
Sem ice Center.
March 31: The Yuba -Sutter
1.hr:stereo International, 3:30
Council (Camp Fire Girls I will
pan.. (’.t’,-(’alaveras Room.
interview students for summer
Vick Chemical Co. is recruitemployment.
Voting Anterivants for Freedom
ing foreign students for their
CrAF), 3:30 p.m., CH 162. All
March 31: Santa Clara Girl
1970 program. Candidates should
young Americans for freedom are
Scout Council will interview stulhive completed their Junior year.
invited to attend.
dents for summer employment.
Applicant, must have above averAllESEC, 7 p.m., C.U.-Almaden
age faeility its oral and written
ApHI 2-3: A representative
Room. An official from the Fiji
English and hold a valid driver’s
from the California State PerIslands will speak on ’The Impact of Western Business Firms
on the South Pacific Region."
11
Eeonondirs Club, 7 p.m..
II I. Casual pot luck dinner with
non-members welenme.
Club, 7 p.m., Ed 100.
Movie to be shown.
Sierra ChM, 7:30 p.m., CU.63 CORVAIR MONZA, 4
Cre.taratan Room. Members are
7 .
ANNOUNCEMENTS II
reminded to bring teeshirts for
64 FIAT
stenciling.
’
T;111 Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., Dr. YOGA & MEDITATION - MWFS
60 SPRITE ENGINE
9.30 eve. 70 Hawthorne Way, S.J. 2rt.,
Debey’s office, 414 E. William.
Jerry
54E7. Sri E. Alerandrou.
THURSDAY
JOIN THE STUDENT INVASION OF
FlIoad Drive, 8:30 a.m., to 4 HAWAII. Special student offer includes ’63 A.H.
-- call 29"
p.m.. C.C.-Ballroom. Sponsored all airfare. 5 islands, a car voyage oncara I
schooner & more for $269. If you
top, seat
I 4 -t
64 TR-4
by AEROTC and Angel Flight dig it and want more info, call Derr
an. $1500. C
for the Red Cross.
at 292.3946 even;n.-11.
-Eiie
mtal College: Clams on NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB r e ’1
ye. 2 dr t
64 DODGE
I I .. F u
,
, and new
Birth Control. 7 p.m., JC 141. studens
& Birth ..iintrol and population to i =raft. Cert. tI
rt u..I, 721
I1t
dues.
be (H.:cussed.
63 CORVAIR MONZA 2.d,. 4 speo
S condition.
student Mobilization ComnLit- FRIENDS OUTSIDE NEEDS TUTORS
tee to End the War in Vietnam NOW! Can you spate 2 hrs.
R
-T,
CHARGER
69
0,.o.
112
(SA(’), 7:30 p.m., C.U.-Calaveras Forms available at Friends
. 295-6033 Cr 300 S. 10th E.
Room. Help plan the April 15
ma-.- 21 7= H
EASTER,VALLEY
SUN
Peace March in San Jose.
Manpower Adminlat ration Club. 8
FOR SIAM ft/
-,-. 7 fl.,1
7:30 p.m.. C.U.-Almaden Room.
. $223.60. Call Bcb
2
relations
Syntex Corp. employee
GUITAR, CLASSICAL - director, Robert Hall, to speak ANY AMERICAN BOOK i- print a)
7689._
Must sa,t,’’’
$100._ ’
development.,
on organizational
boors. AM" g ’65 YAMAHA - - 13.3 Bear - Excel or
German
.spi ing officers to be elected.
2-6 Watsonville 95
LIBRORUM F
7. "’on
WE CAN HELP SPONSOR YOUR NEXT
s Vr1 ’11111AY
adj. typewriter dr,
EXEC. DESK.
’,NI PR
w/hard
Communication - In - Residence.
,
askin-, $45.
.4 III). 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. S.F.
r.’,1e The CONSORTIUM. YMCA camp at La Honda. With
r.- Rd. Redwood City, C.A
ClASSICAL GUITAR.
Must sell,
theme of love, car pools leaving
at 7:30 a.m. from Women’s Gym.
Seventh
Tickets available at
Street table or in Old cafeteria
from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
csiNTINUOUS
SpartaCamp Counselors, A.S.
’,mull office. Interviews and apiiiications available now through
March 20.
Filen& Outalde, 712 Elm St.,
293-6033 or 300 S. 10th St. Voisintiers desperately needed as Big
Ilmthers and Sisters as well as
Hal tutors.

FREr. lithe with
oi; & ’Fifer change

Summer Psych Class
To Visit U. of Vienna

Placement Center Slates
Numerous Job Interviews

7Lsooday. March 10 Ifr70

for each NW

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed Is

City

Phone

Days

Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN XISF STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Plena 411:02 des unir *dm ler el Is saws.
11Y

MUM+MI.

=

Phone 2944414,

Ed.

2465

